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Product Overview
CWD Gate is an AIO (All In One) device with built-in security, deep web routing, bypassing
implanted transparent DNS servers by your internet service provider and detailed privacy
features. From accessing the deep web to filtering and anti-tracking DNS-SEC upstream
forwarding, CWD Gate has all aspects covered. Allowing full privacy on the internet for
privacy-focused agencies and businesses. CWD GATE has an extremely simple yet fast and
modern VPN that utilizes state-of-the-art cryptography. It aims to be faster, simpler, leaner,
and more useful than IPsec, while avoiding the massive headache. It intends to be considerably
more performant than traditional OpenVPN software. Major tech and programming
personalities like Linus Torvalds, the creator of Linux, have praised it as a “work of art”
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compared to earlier traditional VPN protocols. Being a front-end for your remote branches or
foreign offices, all your data, VoIP calls are protected. The users of CWD GATE can accomplish
simple tasks like issuing a document print command or sending a document from a thousand
miles away or initiating a sensitive/ classified phone call through it on our CWD PBX Appliance.

Absolute Anonymity

CWD Gate provides something that is relatively unheard of while utilizing the internet, total
and complete anonymity. Never worry again which data is being sent where, and who may know
your personal information online or which website is sending you tracking cookies. Perfect for
news agencies, governments, and businesses that rely upon privacy. Your internet service
provider, and anyone watching your connection locally, will not be able to track your internet
activity, including the names and addresses of the websites you visit. The operators of the
websites and services that you use, and anyone watching them, will see a connection coming



from the Tor network instead of your real Internet (IP) address, and will not know who you are
unless you explicitly identify yourself.

Fast & Powerful Routing

CWD GATE operates at layer 3 or a network layer of the OSI model. It receives, analyses, and
forwards data packets among the connected computer networks. It can act as an inline primary
router or a secondary LAN bridged router by co-existing with your existing network. Loaded
with 4 processing cores and VPN entropy (Pseudo Random Number Generator), it can
outperform any enterprise grade gigabit router above its class.


